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Fee Litigation on the Rise

• 2018 Settlements > $120 Million
• Dozens of new lawsuits filed in 2017-18

• Targets expanding, to include universities and
small/mid-sized plans
• Legal theories evolving
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ERISA Fee Litigation
University 403(b) Cases
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University 403(b) Cases
• Overview
- Started with more than a dozen cases filed by the same plaintiffs’ attorneys in
August 2016
- Cases have allegations that are similar to other fee cases:
- E.g. failure to use plan bargaining power to reduce costs/fees, investment
underperformance, and prohibited transactions
- Other allegations are unique to 403(b) cases:
- Use of multiple recordkeepers
- Inclusion of annuities as plan options

• Sacerdote v. N.Y. Univ., 328 F. Supp. 3d 273 (S.D.N.Y. 2018), appeal filed,
No. 18-2707 (2d Cir. Sept. 12, 2018)
- Only university case to be tried to date. Verdict for NYU, largely based on finding
that NYU employed prudent practices. Appeal pending in Second Circuit

• Some cases have survived motions to dismiss, but others have been
dismissed at the MTD stage:
- Wilcox v. Georgetown Univ., No. 18-422, 2019 WL 132281 (D.D.C. Jan. 8, 2019)
- Divane v. Northwestern Univ., No. 16-8157, 2018 WL 2388118 (N.D. Ill. May 25,
2018), appeal filed, No. 18-2569 (7th Cir. Jul. 18, 2018)
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University 403(b) Cases
• Sweda v. Univ. of Pa., No. 16-4329 (E.D. Pa.), No. 17-3244 (3d Cir.)
- Typical University Case Allegations
▪ Breach of Fiduciary Duty
▪ Less expensive/better performing options available (including
lower-cost share classes)
▪ Excessive recordkeeping fees (including two recordkeepers)
▪ Plan “Locked In” to a Stock Account and Money Market
▪ Prohibited transactions
- Motion to Dismiss Granted September 21, 2017
▪ Allegation of “Locking In” alone not enough
▪ Bundling of recordkeeping services is acceptable practice; fiduciaries
can consider options other than price
▪ Benefits and drawbacks to each share class
▪ Offering 78 funds not per se “overwhelming”; appropriate mix
▪ No underperformance – statistically insignificant number of funds
underperformed
▪ Payment of fees to recordkeepers not a per se PT
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University 403(b) Cases
• Sweda v. Univ. of Pa., No. 16-4329 (E.D. Pa.), No. 17-3244 (3d Cir.)
(Con’t)
- Third Circuit Affirmed in Part and Reversed in Part on May 2, 2019
▪ Affirmed breach of fiduciary duty on statute of limitations grounds
▪ Decision to retain recordkeepers made 6+ years ago
▪ Breach of fiduciary duty claims otherwise reversed
▪ Specific comparisons between plan options/fees and readily
available alternatives presents “substantial circumstantial evidence
from which the District Court could ‘reasonably infer’ a breach”
▪ Fiduciary discretion is bounded by the prudent man standard
- Affirmed as to PT
▪ No PT claim for “locking in” – recordkeeper/annuity provider was not a
fiduciary at the time the parties entered into that arrangement
▪ No allegation of subjective intent to benefit recordkeeper/annuity
provider by use of plan assets
▪ Rejects Seventh Circuit rule, which recognized per se prohibited
transaction for party-in-interest transactions
▪ Must plead subjective intent to benefit recordkeeper
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ERISA Fee Litigation
Proprietary Fund Cases
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Proprietary Fund Cases
• Wildman v. Am. Century Servs., LLC, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10672 (W.D.
Mo. Jan. 23, 2019)
- Allegations
▪ Defendants should have offered non-proprietary funds, offered less
expensive alternative funds, and controlled administrative costs
- Trial
▪ Eleven-day bench trial, starting September 4 and ending September 20,
2018
▪ Decision granting judgment in full to defendants:
▪ No duty to utilize index funds
▪ No duty to utilize stable value fund instead of money market fund
▪ Use of mutual funds in 401(k) plan is allowed, even when Plaintiffs
allege cheaper products exist
▪ Sector funds are allowed
▪ No requirement to utilize only a limited number of funds (up to 46
funds and a self-directed brokerage were offered)
▪ No duty to utilize competitors’ funds
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Proprietary Fund Cases
• Brotherston v. Putnam Investments, LLC, 907 F.3d 17 (1st Cir. 2018)
- Allegations
▪ Proprietary fund case. Defendants should have offered non-proprietary
funds and offered less expensive alternative funds, refrained from
prohibited transactions, and lacked a fiduciary process
- Judgment on Partial Findings, Mar. 2017, Vacated & Remanded Oct. 2018
▪ Affirmed decision that there was no breach of duty of loyalty for including
proprietary funds as plan options, refusing to consider alternative
investments, and retaining funds despite underperformance
▪ Reversed based on the trial court’s finding that the plaintiffs did not make
a prima facie showing of loss causation
▪ Index funds can serve as valid comparisons for actively-managed funds
▪ Comparison to fund benchmark alone not enough to prove causation,
but burden of proof shifts to the fiduciary to disprove causation
▪ Petition for Cert filed January 11, 2019 (No. 18-926)
▪ Court asked for views of Solicitor General on April 22, 2019
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ERISA Fee Litigation
General Excessive Fee Cases
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General Excessive Fee Cases
• White v. Chevron, 2016 WL 4502808 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 29, 2016), 2017 WL 2352137 (N.D.
Cal., May 31, 2017), 2018 WL 5919670 (9th Cir. Nov. 13, 2018)
- Background
▪ $20B plan: 13 Vanguard mutual funds, 12 Vanguard CITs (TDFs), a Vanguard
money market fund, 3 non-Vanguard funds, self-directed brokerage
- Motions to dismiss granted, first without prejudice, then with prejudice:
▪ Retail class shares not imprudent. Fiduciaries are required to consider features
other than price
▪ Lineup was diversified. Total menu ranged from 5-124 bps; brokerage window
provided access to thousands of funds
▪ No inference that revenue sharing is unreasonable; it is a common practice and
benefits the plan
▪ ERISA does not require competitive bidding or stable value fund
▪ Underperformance allegations were based on hindsight. Can’t infer inadequate
investigation merely due to underperformance
▪ Changes to plan demonstrate that Defendants were monitoring
▪ Allegations that fiduciaries favored Vanguard was conjecture
▪ Loyalty allegations indistinguishable from prudence allegations

- Aff’d on Nov. 13, 2018; motion for rehearing denied Jan. 3, 2019
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General Excessive Fee Cases
• Teets v. Great-West Life & Annuity Ins. Co., No. 14-2330 (D. Colo.), No.
18-1019 (10th Cir.)
- Allegations
▪ Plaintiff alleged that Great-West, a life insurer, was a fiduciary, and that it
acted in its own self-interest by keeping the “spread” between the
interest rate guaranteed to investors and the actual ROI
- Procedural History
▪ MSJ granted on December 14, 2017
▪ 8th Circuit affirmed on appeal on March 27, 2019
▪ Petition for rehearing en banc denied April 22, 2019
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General Excessive Fee Cases
• Teets v. Great-West Life & Annuity Ins. Co., No. 14-2330 (D. Colo.), No.
18-1019 (10th Cir.) (Con’t)
- Great-West is not a “functional fiduciary” under ERISA
▪ Great-West did not exercise its contractual option to impose a 12-month
withdrawal period, so it did not prevent or penalize participant withdrawal
from the fund
▪ Great-West did not have the “final say” over participants’ investment
decisions because participants had the option to accept or reject any
change to the credited rate
▪ Great-West did not control its own compensation because:
▪ Participants could reject any change to the credited rate; and
▪ Great-West’s compensation depends on market performance
- Prohibited Transactions
▪ Plaintiff cannot show that he seeks “title or right to possession of certain
funds,” and therefore cannot show entitlement to equitable relief
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Jamie Fleckner
Jamie Fleckner
Chair, ERISA Litigation
Boston
+1 617 570 1153
jfleckner@goodwinlaw.com

•

Jamie Fleckner is a partner in Goodwin’s
Financial Industry practice and Chair of its
ERISA Litigation practice. Mr. Fleckner
represents clients in a wide array of complex
commercial litigation, with a focus on financial
services and products, including investment
management. He regularly litigates class and
derivative actions under ERISA, the Investment
Company Act of 1940, the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, and related federal and state
laws. His practice also focuses on regulatory
investigations and governmental proceedings,
and has represented clients before the U.S.
Department of Labor, Securities and Exchange
Commission, Department of Justice, Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and state
authorities.

• Jamie has been recognized:
‐ Who’s Who Legal: Leading Lawyer
(Pensions and Benefits)
‐ Chambers (ERISA Litigation - USA Nationwide)
• Professional Associations:
‐ Boston Bar Association
‐ Massachusetts Bar Association
‐ Board Member, Defined Contribution
Institutional Investment Association
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DRAFT

ERISA Litigation Prevention and
Defense
Best Practices for Fiduciaries
Carol Buckmann
Partner, Cohen & Buckmann p.c.

Litigation Takeaways-A Prudent
Process is the Best Protection
• Expect to be a defendant if you are a committee member.
• Courts won’t look at decisions with 20-20 hindsight. Good
processes can help you win. Example: NYU 403(b) litigation won
after trial. The decision provides a blueprint for good fiduciary
processes. (Sacerdote v. New York University, 328 F. Supp. 3d 273,
S.D.N.Y. 2018)
• Ongoing review is required-you can’t just set it and forget it. (U.S.
Supreme Court decision in Tibble v. Edison, (135 S. Ct. 1823, 2015)
• Follow good written policies and have an investment policy
statement with flexibility.
• Carefully record the reasons for decisions.
• Meet regularly-quarterly is becoming a new standard. The days of
one meeting a year are over.
• Hire investment 3(21) co-fiduciary or fiduciary 3(38)investment
manager to share or delegate responsibilities.
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Other Proactive Steps to Reduce 401k
Plan Risk-Investments
• Have a manageable menu of good investments. A large number of choices
isn’t a litigation shield. Appeal in Sweda v. University of Pennsylvania
(2019 WL 19411310, 3rd Cir., May 2, 2019) said offering a large mix and
range of investment options can’t shield fiduciaries because that would
allow them to be protected even if most funds were overpriced or
underperforming.
• Avoid class of securities with higher fees
– But take revenue sharing into account. After adjusting for revenue sharing,
institutional share class may be more expensive than retail class.

• Consider stable value funds as alternatives to money market funds
– But note potential restrictions on competing short term funds and exchange
restrictions, valuation adjustments

• Evaluate proprietary funds
– Are better competing funds available through your platform?
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Fees (cont)
• Recordkeeping fees based on asset values-are you paying
too much?
• Monitor or eliminate revenue sharing
– Courts and the Department of Labor have not found revenue
sharing to be prohibited.
– Nevertheless, eliminating is trend for larger plans-transparency
– Fees cannot exceed reasonable cost for the services

• Target date fund and QDIA review
– This may become a big future litigation issue
– Consider doing an RFP for target date funds

• Consider alternatives to mutual funds, such as collective
trusts, which may have lower fees.
• Benchmark fees on a regular basis.
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Fees (cont.)
• Consider doing periodic RFPs to see if cheaper or
better services and investments are available.
RFPs and benchmarking may also be a basis for
re-negotiating with current provider.
• Leverage plan size to negotiate lower fees.
• Develop a written fee policy or include the right
provisions in your investment policy statement.
• But remember-lowest fees are not a legal
requirement. (White v. Chevron, 2017 BL
183229, N.D. Cal. 2017, affd in an unpublished
opinion.
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What Else Can Committees Do to
Protect Themselves?
• Be familiar with and follow written investment
and fee policies. DOL and at least one court
consider IPS a plan document, so failure to follow
it can be a fiduciary breach. Failure to follow
document may be persuasive even if not a per se
breach. (See Tussey v. ABB, 746 F. 3d 327, 8th Cir,
2014)
• Include passive index funds in the menu.
• Document in Minutes the reasons for decisions.
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What Else Can Committees Do?
• Review vendors regularly and do self-audits
• Get adequate fiduciary liability insurance
• Review plans on a regular schedule-never set it
and forget it
• Consider plan provisions to establish contractual
statute of limitations. U.S. Supreme Court in
Heimeshoff v. Hartford Life & Accident Ins. (134 S.
Ct. 604, 2013) has said reasonable shortened
period is permissible and may run while claims
and appeals procedure is being used.
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What Else Can Committees Do?
• Be aware of and utilize ERISA fiduciary safe
harbors– ERISA Section 404(c) makes participants
responsible for their own decisions, but doesn’t
protect menu selection in the DOL’s view.
– Qualified Default Investment Alternative (“QDIA”)
safe harbor for participants who can’t or won’t
select their own investments (ERISA 404(c)(5))
– Fund Mapping Safe Harbor (ERISA 404(c )(4))
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What Else Can Committees Do?
Become Educated
• Schedule regular fiduciary training.
• Studies show a surprising number of Company
fiduciaries either don’t know they are
fiduciaries or don’t understand their
responsibilities.
• ERISA counsel, investment advisers, IRS, DOL
and industry groups all provide training.
• Updates are important.
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Insurance is Key-Why Get Fiduciary
Liability Insurance?
• Litigation is expensive even if you win. No practices can
guarantee that you will not be sued, so fiduciary
insurance is a practical necessity.
• Not the same as the ERISA bond
– Bond is required by Section 412 of ERISA
– Bond provides recovery to the plan, not the fiduciaries
– Fiduciary liability insurance is technically optional but a
practical necessity to protect fiduciaries.
• D&O and general liability policies typically exclude ERISA fiduciary
activities

– Corporate indemnification obligation has limits
• Corporate law may limit ability to indemnify
• Corporate obligation may be worthless if in bankruptcy
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Fiduciary Liability Policies are Not
Fungible
• There is no standard policy
• Policies vary in coverage, policy limits
• Very large plans may wish to stack policies from
multiple insurers to get the desired level of
coverage
• Some policies may cover voluntary corrections of
plan errors without requiring that there by a
claim asserted
• Policies may also cover settlor actions, plans
outside the U.S. subject to laws similar to ERISA
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Fiduciary Liability Insurance is Not
Fungible
• Among the issue to be evaluated are the
following:
–
–
–
–
–

Deductibles and exclusions
Who gets to pick litigation counsel?
Will the policy advance litigation costs?
Recourse vs. Non-Recourse policies
Look at exclusions-CIGNA couldn’t collect due to fraud
exclusion under its policy after litigation determined
that its plan communications were misleading. (Exec.
Risk Indemn. V. Cigna Corp., 74 A.3d 179 (Pa. Super.
Ct. 2013)
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Additional Insurance Issues
• Financial condition of insurer.
• Identify optional coverage available.
• Make sure all the right individuals and related
companies are covered.
• Policies won’t cover third party service providers
or independent contractors. If performing
fiduciary functions, contractually require them to
maintain their own coverage.
• Carefully examine and compare policies with the
assistance of your broker and ERISA counsel.
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Can You Enforce Arbitration Clauses to
Avoid Class Action Litigation?
• ERISA is silent on arbitration
• U.S. Supreme Court in Epic Systems (138 S. Ct. 1612 (2018)) said
class action waivers were enforceable under federal law. However,
in Lamps Plus v. Varela, (2019 WL 178025, April 24, 2019) the
Supreme Court found that a court cannot compel class arbitration
where not clearly provided for in agreement.
• However, the 9th Circuit has held in Munro v. University of Southern
California (896 F.3d 1088 (9th Cir. 2018)) that fiduciary breach claims
are raised on behalf of the plan, not individual employees, and
cannot be subject to mandatory arbitration clauses in employment
agreements.
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Can You Enforce Mandatory
Arbitration?
• Other courts have allowed arbitration. See, e.g.,
Contra-Williams v. Imhoff, 203 F.3d 758 (10th Cir.
2000)
• Another 9th Circuit case on appeal is Dorman v.
Charles Schwab & Co., 2018 BL 18676 (N.D. Cal.
2018). In that case, plan had a provision
requiring arbitration but it was amended after
the participant terminated employment and
arbitration was not compelled. An Ohio court
followed Dorman re: post-termination
amendment.
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Arbitration Clauses (cont.)
• Does specific language in employment agreements,
plan or SPD matter?
• Are arbitration clauses enforceable only against current
employees?
• Are benefit claims different from fiduciary breach
claims?
• Note downside of arbitration-possibility of inconsistent
rulings, no right to appeal on the merits
• Is a common notion that arbitration is less expensive
and time consuming than litigation correct?
• Not a clear choice-consider the pros and cons.
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Carol Buckmann
• Carol is the co-founding partner of Cohen & Buckmann p.c. She is one of
the top rated employee benefits and ERISA attorneys in the United States,
and is widely known as an outstanding and innovative benefits lawyer,
who deals with some of the foremost issues in ERISA, including pension
plan compliance, fiduciary responsibilities and investment fund
formation. Clients and other attorneys seek her advice due to her
phenomenal depth of experience on to complex pension law and
fiduciary problems. She regularly shares her thoughts about new
developments in the benefits industry on the Cohen & Buckmann Insights
Blog.
• Carol has been recognized:
• Martindale Hubble AV** Preeminent Lawyer
• 2018 New York Metro Super Lawyer (Employee Benefits)
• Board member, Worldwide Employee Benefits, New York Chapter
• Member, Employee Benefits Committee, New York City Bar Association
• Contact her at carol@cohenbuckmann.com
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